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The building workers sector is one of the most challenging sectors for Human Resources

(HR) management. In this work, we propose a solution relying on Blockchain technology

and present the design of a Blockchain-Oriented Software system conceived for

managing the building workers sector with a focus on workers’ safety, and it is guided by

sustainable and Agile Methodologies in software design. The proposed approach takes

advantage of different features of the Blockchain technology and provides transparency

for labor inspectors, grants data integrity and immutability, relies on tamper-proof time

stamps for any recorded activity, allows the implementation of Smart Contracts where

clauses are automatically respected without the need of a trusted control authority,

acknowledges the legal requirements in the field, including the possibility of creating

an Operational Safety Plans, which construction companies have to provide, and finally

implements the creation of vacant job positions that workers can find and apply to. In

order to achieve these goals, we adopt the Blockchain-Oriented Software Engineering

(BOSE) methodology to design Blockchain software applications and apply an Agile

methodology centered on Blockchain Software development (called ABCDE) for the

design and development of the decentralized application. Such a methodology allows

us to center the software development around the actors of the system in the specific

domain, such as Building Workers, Construction Companies, Labor Inspectors, and

so on. In addition, we rely on the software sustainability analysis, based on the five

dimensions of sustainability, to evaluate the approach and to avoidmistakes in the system

development. We design system elements with specific diagrams, and we divided our

system in the on-chain and the out-of-chain components. The implementation of the

system, done by using Ethereum and the ERC721 standard, allows us to improve some

aspect of the design, to know the deployment and usage costs, and to evaluate the effect

of the user interface. Finally, we discuss the effects of our system and its sustainability, and

we provide a comparison of our system with a similar per aims but centralized system.

Keywords: blockchain, constructions, BOSE, ABCDE, software engineering, smart contract, sustainability,

sustainable design
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1. INTRODUCTION

Construction sites are typical workplaces in which it is possible
to find temporary workers. The construction companies often
need to hire workers in addition to their long-term workers, both
to increase the construction speed and to acquire a specialized
workforce. They can also charge external companies to carry
out a part of the project (i.e., plants or the like). Building
constructions are activities with a time limit: the construction
companies and the owners of the site must communicate the
start and end dates of the works according to the current law.
In general, worker safety is mandatory in every work context
and especially in risky places like construction sites, and specific
govern agencies focus the attention to this point, such as the
European Union information agency for occupational safety and
health (osha.europa.eu). Within the limits of EU regulations,
each country adopts its own set of specific rules to match the
country’s needs and local reality constraints, such as building
habits, styles, and materials. Using Italy as a case study, we
demonstrate in this paper the flexibility and adaptability of our
approach where construction companies have to draw up the
“Operational Safety Plan” for each external site. In the plan, it
is mandatory to describe every job assigned, each work activity,
and a comprehensive list of safety features of the construction
site. However, the need to reduce time and to limit costs could
lead construction companies to save money at the expenses of
workers, particularly with regards to the regularity of the work
contracts and the compliance to safety laws. For instance, workers
in the construction sector can be subject to the illegal practice
that sees the employer regularizing the construction workers with
a contract of employment different from the correct one but
more advantageous to him. This practice, named “contractual
dumping,” affects both the worker’s remuneration and the respect
of workers’ rights. On the other hand, construction companies
often need a trusted and qualified workforce with all documents
in order, especially if they offer temporary work contracts. Public
bodies like the labor inspectorate or law enforcement inspections
are the current countermeasures to the problem of violation of
work laws, as described by Caruso (2013).

In general, we are faced with a social and economic system
in which the various parties (site owner, employers, workers,
and inspection bodies) need one another but where each
part simultaneously aims at different and somehow conflicting
objectives. In such a system, the creation of paradoxes is
possible, such as when people in economic difficulty become
more vulnerable to the exploitation of work or vice versa, such
as when employers are vulnerable to false statements about
candidates’ skills and abilities. This set them at odds with the
labor inspectorate that aims to protect them. It is clear that such
a situation is not sustainable. In this context, we refer to the term
sustainability meaning systemic sustainability in which the aim
is to make it possible for the system to continue indefinitely on
the base of the actual resources and not borrowing them from the
future. System resources include not only natural and economical
resources but also include social resources as well, where human
relationships have a fundamental role. One of the main factors
for creating sustainable human relationships is communication

(Genç, 2017). Trust and clear communication between actors,
such as a clear and correct set up of the employment relationship,
avoids misunderstandings and makes it easier to carry out
the goals. To achieve this requirement, we rely on blockchain
technology. It has been specifically designed to create trustworthy
and transparent communication channel between parties who
may be in conflict with each other.

The purpose of this work is to present the design and
implementation study of a sustainable blockchain-oriented
software system to manage temporary workers in the
construction sector. The paper presents a reproducible
development method for the realization of a specific blockchain-
based decentralized Application (dApp) in full awareness of
sustainability issues and in the full use of the practices of
Software Engineering for blockchain-oriented software, BOSE
(Porru et al., 2017). In particular, the method inherits the recent
software development methodology “ABCDE: Agile BlockChain
DApp Engineering” (Marchesi et al., 2018), conceived to drive
dApp development from the definition of system goals to the
implementation of the system user interface. In addition, in this
paper we present the application of a software sustainability
analysis. It allowed us to acquire awareness on the effects of
a large-scale adoption of a decentralized hiring system in the
building sector. The analysis examines the software system in
the five dimensions of sustainability, such as individual, social,
technical, economic, and ecological sustainability. For each
dimension, we examined the effects produced by the system in
its life cycle and systemically in the medium and long term. The
result of the process is the Ethereum based dApp. It is composed
of two smart contracts and of Javascript user interfaces. The
dApp includes the main functionality of existing platforms for
recruitment in the construction sector and in addition supports
the transparent communication between the construction site
stakeholders regarding hiring practices in compliance with
workplace safety laws.

In the rest of the paper, section 2 discusses the most
recent research in the application of the blockchain for human
resource (HR) management, focusing on the construction sector.
Section 3 provides the context and the motivation of our work.
Subsequently, in section 4, we define our system by describing
system requirements and design approach, and in section 5, we
present the system’s implementation. In section 6, we discuss
the implication of our work and compare our solution with the
Bativigie platform. Finally, we make some conclusions.

2. RELATED WORK

In the last few years, the blockchain technology has increasingly
embraced the industrial sector. However, it is only recently
that experts have started looking into the potential impact of
distributed ledger technology (DLT) on management of human
resource (HR).

Typically, the recruitment of a worker is preceded by the
evaluation of the candidate’s work experience and skills, and
the verification of their education, professional certifications,
etc. In a subsequent phase, the employer must deal with the
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bureaucratic hiring procedures, resulting in an increase in cost
and time. It is therefore common to rely on the temporary labor-
recruiting agencies to simplify the employment procedure and
to avoid unwieldy activities. The research community questions
how technology can simplify and make such a procedure
cheaper. As underlined by Tanana (2019), reliability of data
and applicants’ portfolio has always been fundamental in the
labor market, which involves several actors with contradicting
objectives. Moreover, according to Liyuan et al. (2019), a workers’
background check is still a pain point, especially when it
comes to verifying employment, education, and skills. With
that purpose, Sarda et al. (2018) designed a blockchain system
that allows individuals to share their work history and allows
employers to verify that information. The prototype, which they
implemented in Ethereum platform, ensures trustworthy and
privacy-preserving data and avoids fake data sharing. Peisl and
Shah (2019) investigated the impact of the blockchain in the
recruitment process to manage the employee lifecycle’s stages.
Currently, many startups and researchers are investing on the
potentiality of the blockchain technology, combined with other
processes and applications. In this regard, Keršič et al. (2019)
presented a combined solution of blockchain technology and
Artificial Intelligence, taking advantage of their most important
relevant features, to find an adequate matching between people
recruitment and ongoing projects. Also, Michaelides (2018)
discussed how blockchain and AI are affecting HR practices
by providing more accurate approaches aiming to hire a
worker. Data such as candidates’ successes and failures, transfers,
promotions, layoffs, and so on can be stored within the ledger
by allowing automated validations of CVs. In addition, the ledger
can record employment contracts, the use of cryptocurrencies for
international payrolls, and so on.

Focusing on the HR management, Onik et al. (2018)
conducted a detailed literature review to investigated how
the use of blockchain technology can contribute to that
domain in order to achieve a smart, cost-effective, efficient,
transparent and secure system. Authors underlined the need
for a smart employee hiring and management system in
anticipation of the upcoming “Industry 5.0.” For that reason, they
conceived a methodology for a Blockchain-based Recruitment
Management System (BcRMS) and Blockchain-based Human
Resource Management System (BcHRMS) able to lower the
risk of wrong recruitment and of biased human resource
management. Jeong and Choi (2019) presented a blockchain-
based platform for certificate management, useful both for
performance assessment during recruitment process and for
assessing the application, career management, and work history
of an applicant. They implemented a digital certification issuance
platform with blockchain Ethereum and Bitcoin support in
which applicants can claim evidence of their competence by
means of a digital backpack. Pinna and Ibba (2018) conceived
a blockchain-based system to manage temporary work with a
twofold aim: the first is to safeguard the worker by ensuring
the respect for rights and guaranteeing a fair and legal payment
of work performances; the second is to assist the employer
in processing contracts providing a fully automated and
fast procedure.

The construction industry is backward in terms of
digitalization, and, as pointed out by Perera et al. (2020), it
is historically reported as one of the latest and most reluctant
sectors (just above agriculture and hunting) to have adopted
information technology. By conducting a systematic literature
review and a deep analysis of Use Cases, they critically analyzed
the potential impact of blockchain technology adoption in this
sector, finding out that it can be able to mitigate the existing
issues in the current construction systems. From the same
point of view, Tezel et al. (2019) conducted an exploratory
analysis to investigate how to prepare construction supply
chains for blockchain technology. Hijazi et al. (2019) conceived
construction projects as a supply chain in which different
stakeholders need to work together temporarily to deliver
one-off projects. They found that the blockchain technology
might help to reach transparency and to enhance the quality of
the final building. Moreover, they suggested the integration of
that technology within the BIM, Building Information Modeling,
to simplify the entire construction supply chain.

3. MOTIVATION

According to the European Construction Sector Observatory
(2019) of the European Commission, the construction sector
and its activities are a key driver of the overall economy. In
the European Union in 2016, the construction sector provided
for 18 million jobs and contributed to almost 9% of GDP.
Given its complex structure, the construction sector has to
face wide issues such as competitiveness, bureaucracy, worker
recruitment, productivity, and so on. In addition to this, there is
a difficulty with the adoption of Information Technology, which
can significantly contribute to the sector development from the
point of view of sustainable competitiveness, improving both
productivity and profitability. Therefore, the EU supported the
development and adoption of digital innovations such as BIM.
However, not all European countries are equally investing in the
digitization of the sector, creating a heterogeneous development.
Furthermore, it should be stressed that each state has its own
legislation on the construction sector, often characterized by a
complex bureaucracy and by multiple actors.

3.1. The Blockchain Technology for Human
Resources Management
Blockchain technology is based on a decentralized database to
efficientlymanage and record transactions. The blockchain works
in a peer-to-peer network, and its data are replicated among all
the nodes of the network. The same information is present on
all nodes and therefore becomes non-editable except through
an operation that requires the approval of most of the nodes
in the network. It can be seen as a decentralized public ledger
in which the transactions consist of encrypted data, which are
verified and approved by the nodes participating in the network
and organized by blocks. Nodes add blocks in the blockchain in
accordance with a consensus algorithm that rules the who and
when new blocks can be stored in the blockchain and shared
in the network. Therefore, this technology introduces a new
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level of transparency and efficiency, allowing the network to
manage and create secure and trustworthy transactions in an
untrusted environment.

Nowadays, the blockchain technology allows the recording
and the execution of computer programs called “Smart
Contracts” (SC) that incorporate the blockchain features and
add new features at the discretion of the developer. A smart
contract is a special typology of account stored within a block.
It can automate the execution of given processes if some
conditions are met and contains code programming that is
self-executed in the exact manner programmers intended. As
presented in the previous section, blockchain technology can
offer huge opportunities for the construction industry in terms
of transparency, productivity, and sustainability. This implicates
the implementation of smart contracts for HR recruitment and
management, payments, BIM, property and asset management,
the construction supply chain, and all future challenges (Penzes
et al., 2018).

Recently, several initiatives involving the development of
blockchain systems to manage worker recruitment are taking
place. To provide some examples, the platform APII (appii.io)
allows the creation of verified curriculum vitae of applicants
by means of the blockchain technology. The blockchain Steem
(steem.com) rewards users for sharing content. It can be used
by recruiters to obtain applicant data from the source directly,
without paying intermediaries. The blockchain-based tool
by IRIS-SAFER (International Recruitment Integrity System-
Self-Assessment for Ethical Recruitment) announced by the
International Organization of Migration, IOM, and by Diginex
(2019), aims to fight the exploitation of migrant workers in
Hong Kong by “strengthen data management and enforce
data integrity, which allows for a higher level of transparency
and visibility.” Aworker (aworker.io) is an Estonian blockchain
project for recruitment based on the Ethereum platform and
was conceived to help people to find the right job depending on
their skills and companies to hire the appropriate candidate by
reducing costs. Breezy-HR (breezy.hr) is a recruiting blockchain
software developed to help companies in the hiring processes.

3.2. Blockchain for the Building Sector
The key role of the construction sector in the overall economy
has been repeatedly stressed by the European Union. By
means of Strategy for the sustainable competitiveness of the
construction sector and its enterprises1, the EU identifies the main
challenges for the sector as an increase in investments, human
capital, regulation and access to markets, and environmental
requirements. In response to the crisis, the EU put emphasis
on the need to support growth and employment in the
construction sector.

However, the construction sector has to face several structural
problems, such as the lack of skilled labor. It should be noted
that the construction industry is a low attractive sector for
young people due to the working conditions, low-wages, and
illegal work. EU-OSHA (osha.europa.eu) is the European Union

1https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52012DC0433

information agency that deals with occupational safety and health
by promoting a culture of risk prevention to improve working
conditions in Europe. At the national level, each nation has a
specific Focal Point that contributes substantially to EU-OSHA
work program implementation. In Italy, that Focal Point is
represented by INAIL (National Institute for Insurance against
Accidents at Work). By focusing on the Italian context, the
working conditions are worrying. According to a report by Inail
(2019), in Italy in 2018, there were 409,106 denounced work
injuries, 704 of which were deadly (officially confirmed cases).
Moreover, in the same year in Italy, the Department of labor
denounced almost 70% of irregularities in the building sector
(Alestra, 2018).

There is, of course, an obvious need to improve working
conditions in this sector, hence the urgent necessity to
enforce the current regulation. Blockchains are conceived as a
“Technology of Trust” (Nguyen, 2016; Heiskanen, 2017), and
more broad benefits are thus emerging for the society that
leads the development of several projects in different industrial
sectors. Given the intrinsic properties of its technical structure,
blockchain ensures trust, sharing, transparency, and security,
it exhibits a strong potential for many of the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) defined by the United Nations (as
confirmed by Zwitter and Herman, 2018; Al-Htaybat et al.,
2019; França et al., 2019; Saberi et al., 2019). More specifically,
by considering the building sector, we believe that blockchain
technology can support directly the achievement of Goal n.8:
“Decent work and Economic growth.” This work proposes a
decentralized platform, based on a blockchain, that is able
to control employment relationships more efficiently. All data
recorded within the system are transparent and traceable, which
supports inspections in the workplace, by reducing costs and
preventing undeclared work. On the other hand, individuals can
use the system to apply for a job by sharing their portfolio, while
employers can easily verify that information.

The main advantages of using a such blockchain-based system
for the HR in building sector can be summarized as the following:

• Legal and transparent safety requirements: construction
company can publish safety details of the construction site,
making it available for inspection;

• Certificated experiences: the responsible authorities can insert
certificates and educational achievement for the worker within
the system by simplifying future checks and avoiding fake
data sharing;

• Verify identities: it can be used to verify identities and to
enable controls and specific functions depending on the user;

• Insert job applications: the worker can use the system to
look for job offers in construction sites and to insert his
application and contextually share his expertise and certificates
with the employer;

• Register contracts: each work contract (including temporary
ones) can be automatically created, and stored within
the system by means of smart contracts. Certain events
(such as the worker payment) can be authorized only if
certain conditions set out in the agreement between parties
are met.
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• Find and verify workers skills: it can be seen as an
alternative to a traditional candidate recruitment system
by saving time and replacing the expensive temporary
employment agencies;

• Compliance with regulation: inspectors can more easily verify
compliance with current regulations and to guarantee the
worker rights. The system promotes transparent controls and
improves working conditions by hindering undeclared work.

4. METHOD

Our study started by identifying the stakeholders and their
goals, in the context of the management of temporary workers
in construction sites, taking into account the current EU legal
requirements in general, and in particular Italy as example case
study. The definition of the stakeholders and their objectives has
allowed us to identify the actors of the system, each representing
a homogeneous set of system users. From these, we have elicited
the system requirements.We documented and represented actors
and requirements through UML diagrams. Before defining the
details of the system, we performed a sustainability analysis,
which,allows us to examine the system in the five dimensions
of sustainability. The analysis leads us to became aware of
the impact of the system under development and to increase
the knowledge we have about the interrelation between the
system’s stakeholders. Thereafter, we represented the overall
system as a block diagram in which we separated the on-chain
subsystem from the other elements of the system (such as the
mobile applications or the web based interfaces). The processes
described above are actually iterative processes that allowed us to
gradually refine the system design through cyclic iterations.

Acknowledged the risks and the open challenges in Blockchain
Oriented Software Engineering (Porru et al., 2017), we decided to
adopt the Agile BlockChain Dapp Engineeringmethod (ABCDE)
(Marchesi et al., 2018), a recently proposed methodology
conceived to manage BOS specific issues, in the design and
implementation phases of dApps.

4.1. System Stakeholders and Goals
We first individuated four stakeholders that can benefit of the
system and that can determine its success.

• The site owner is the person that will benefit from the property
under construction. It can be either a private body or a public
body. They can charges a construction company to carry out
the building works.

• The construction company represents the contractor company
that starts the construction site, which could need an
additional workforce and which must comply with the laws in
force in the sector.

• The worker is a private citizen who looks for an employment
adapted to his abilities and who could be hired by the
construction company for a temporary employment in the
construction site.

• The labor inspectorate is the public body in charge of
verifying compliance with labor and safety laws by the
construction company.

Furthermore we identified an additional stakeholder:

• The system owner. He is the final owner of the blockchain
oriented system under design.

We recognized that each stakeholder has specific goals in
adopting the system. In the following, we summarize the goals
for each stakeholder.

• Goals of the site owner: to be sure of the correct progress of the
work and to arrive at the completion of the construction work
within the expected times and costs.

• Goals of the construction company: to be able to publish safety
data on the construction site through an easy and transparent
procedure and to have a streamlined and effective procedure
for finding skilled workers and hiring workers.

• Goals of the worker include easily finding transparent job
offers adapted for his skills; to easily describe himself and to
edit his competences profile; to be sure of the correctness, in
legal terms, of the offered job contract; to take track of his
employment history; and to protect his privacy.

• Goals of the labor inspectorate include how to easily access
safety documents of the construction site; to access to updated
temporary employment documents; and to compare what
declared by the construction company with the real condition
in the construction site.

Also, the additional stakeholder has specific goals.

• Goals of the system owner include being able to evaluate the
efficacy of the system and to obtain an economic benefit from
users of the platform.

4.2. Actors and Requirements
We elicited the system requirements in two ways. We started
from the analysis of the stakeholders’ goals, taking into account
information collected by interviews of domain experts such as
civil engineers. Then, we analyzed information regarding the
employment process in build construction we found in the
literature and in EU regulations. In our design we considered as
actors of the system only a subset of stakeholders. In particular,
we identified as actors the construction company, the worker,
the labor inspectorate, and the system owner. The reason why
we did not represent the site owner as system actors lie in
the requirement elicitation phase in which he does not add
specific functional requirements. Figure 1 shows a high-level
representation of system actors.

We have taken into account in our case study the Italian
legislation about work on construction sites and, in particular,
the mandatory document called the Operational Safety Plan,
OSP (in Italian: Piano Operativo di Sicurezza), which the
construction companies must provide before starting work at
the construction site. That document will be written by the
construction company, made unchangeable after the start of
work at the construction site, will be made available for reading
to the labor inspectorate, and must have a time stamp. We
conceived a decentralized solution that sees the OSP as a digital
record in the blockchain and the actors as blockchain users. We
elicited the first requirement as the following. R1: The blockchain
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FIGURE 1 | A high level representation of the BOS system and its actors.

subsystem must be programmed to allow a construction company
to add an OSP in the system. OSP data must be recorded in
the blockchain. The labor inspector must be free to read OSP
data stored in the blockchain. The construction company and
the labor inspectorate must be uniquely identified by blockchain
addresses. The OSP data must be uniquely connected with the
construction company.

Italian laws establish that the OSP must include the
identification data of the construction company, the typology of
tasks, and the names of the people in charge of protection and
prevention, first aid, fire, and emergencies. The most relevant
part of the OSP is the section regarding workers, which includes
the number of workers and, for each worker, the description
of the job the worker will do in the construction site. Work
descriptions include the typologies of activity and the elements of
the construction site with which the worker will be in contact (for
instance the number of scaffolds or the eventual use of dangerous
tools and substances). Taking into account the current situation
and by examining the goals of the construction company and of
the worker, we developed the following requirements. R2: The
construction company must be able to declare the expected number
of workers and to write the job description including the duration
of the contract. R3: For each job, the construction company can
add the corresponding worker if already hired. In a case where
the job, at the start of work at the construction site, is declared
but is still uncovered, the construction company can declare a
vacant position. R4: The labor inspector must be able to verify the
correctness of the OSP document, especially for what concerns the
safety requirements, both for covered jobs and for vacant positions.

Now, thanks to the blockchain technology, we are able to
implement a reliable and unchangeable proof of the construction
company’s declarations, which are available to the labor inspector,

due also in part to the decentralized nature of that technology.
We can take into account the goals of the worker and the goals
of the construction company, which concern the possibility to
exploit the creation of job offers for vacant positions in the
construction site. We do not enter into the details for what
concerns the reliability of workers’ profile. It is a requirement
we take for granted because several research works have already
faced this problem, as widely discussed in sections 2 and 3.

We elicited the following requirements. R5: The construction
company will create a new job offer for a vacant position at the
construction site. It will contain the job description and the desired
skills and experience of applicants. The job offer will be connected
to the OSP of the construction site. R6: The worker will be able
to freely find the job offer, read its details and the details of the
connected OSP, and apply for the selection. R7: The worker will be
able to create their professional profile by adding their competences
and professional certificates. R8: The construction company will be
able to read the list of applicants, read their skills and experience,
and choose the candidate it wishes to hire. The identifier of the
selected worker will be added to the OSP. R9: Once hired, the
construction company can asseverate the daily presence in the site
of the worker. R10: The labor inspector will be able to check the
updated OSP for its correctness and monitor the worker activity.
R11: The worker will see the details of their current occupation
and add it the accomplished work days. They can also read all
his past employment history. We have reached the core of the
system, namely, the management of construction workers. With
the system, the construction company can hire workers even
when construction has already started, without violating what has
been declared in the OSP. This adds flexibility to themanagement
of the construction company and, at the same time, increases the
transparency of the management.
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FIGURE 2 | The UML Use Case diagram of the BOS system which represents system actors and system requirements.

An additional requirement concerns the privacy goal. R12.
Details of personal information must be made available only
to the owner and those the owner grants authorization to. It
is a non-functional requirement that will be implemented by
exploiting the blockchain features such as pseudo-anonymity,
cryptographic functions, and permission management. Some
previous works conceived an automatic payment system
for workers that is activated upon job completion. That
payment system allows for the exchange of the accorded
cryptocurrency amount from the employer to the worker.
In the scenario we are describing, the laws regarding the
contracting of construction workers must be taken into account.
In our case study construction workers belongs to two
categories: freelancers and employees. The first category issues
an invoice for their work and is seen as a company without
employees. The second is a worker who must be hired at a
company, according to the National Collective Contract for
Construction Workers. For the first category, the automatic
payment system can be easily adopted without breaking legal
barriers. The second category requires specific attention, as that
type of contract adds complications to a possible automatic
payment system.

4.3. Use Case Diagram
The Use Case diagram in Figure 2 represents the system
functional requirements and related actors. A Use Case diagram
is a UML diagram that helps the representation of the required
features and the respective links among them and with system
actors. It also helps to analyze system requirements and to
create a link with the next phase of the software engineering
process, namely, the design of the system. Each requirement
can be mapped in one of the “Use Case” diagrams. A dashed
arrow represents a dependence. A worker can apply for a vacant
position only after a construction company created it. In turn,
a construction company can add a vacant position only after
it has created the Operational Safety Plan, which declares the
vacant job.The Use Case “Hire worker” allows a construction
company to hire a worker for a vacant position. This Use Case
includes the Use Case “View Applicants” to allow a construction
company to know who the applicants are along with a profile
(see above the requirement R8). The Use Case diagram is
useful to understand the overall structure of the system. A very
recent software engineering methodology for BOS design, the
“Agile BlockChain Dapp Engineering” (ABCDE) (Marchesi et al.,
2018), suggests proceeding by splitting the system in two main
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FIGURE 3 | The sustainability awareness diagram we created to better understand the system and its potential effects in the five sustainability dimensions. In red are

the potential effects that could represent a threat to the sustainability.

components: the on-chain system and the out-of-chain system.
In particular, the on-chain system will include the blockchain
infrastructure, its records, and the smart contracts, which will
rule the behavior of the system. The out-of-chain system will
include the user interfaces and conventional data storage. On-
chain and out-of-chain subsystems must be able to exchange
data according to specific protocols and interfaces. In turn, the
on-chain subsystem can be subdivided in a number of smart
contracts, which encapsulate data and functions of each element
to be implemented. Section 4.5 reports our design choices.

4.4. Sustainability Analysis
We decided to perform the sustainability analysis due to the
innovative impact of our proposal, whose effects are difficult to
evaluate. Thanks to the creation of the sustainability diagram,
we acquired awareness on system potential effects and discovered
new requirements for the system design.

Software engineering for sustainability is a relatively new
branch of software engineering that focuses on the design of
sustainable software systems and on its consequences in the
long-term. The Karlskrona Manifesto for Sustainability Design

(Becker et al., 2015) highlights its motivations and main features.
According to Penzenstadler et al. (2018), software sustainability
can be analyzed in five dimensions,which include the three
“classic” dimensions (social, economic, and environmental) and
two additional dimensions called individual and technical. Once
the system is adopted, stakeholders will be involved in some
unavoidable changes, in one or more dimensions, which we call
effects. Immediate effects are directly connected to the system life
cycle in terms of its “natural” usage. Enabling effects result in
changes in the behavior of stakeholders or the creation of new
habits. Structural effects concern substantial and consolidated
changes that can be produced by the system in the long term.

The sustainability awareness diagram (Becker et al., 2016;
Duboc et al., 2019) is a graphic tool that has the shape of
a pentagon that has been subdivided into five triangles Each
triangle represents one dimension of sustainability. In turn, each
triangle is subdivided into three areas that represent the three
orders of effects. Figure 3 shows the sustainability awareness
diagram for our BOS system. It is possible to read the diagram
by starting from one of the life cycle effects and by following
the arrows to discover enabling and structural effects. To fill the
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diagram we begin inserting our BOS for Building Workers at the
center of the pentagon, and we evaluated the immediate effects
of the system on the stakeholders, during the system life cycle,
via each dimension of sustainability. We individuated one life
cycle effect for each dimension. We can see from the figure that
immediate effects lead to several enabling effects and structural
effects. Sentences in red indicate effects that would threat the
system sustainability. In fairness, we can say that discovering
effects is not so trivial, and other effects are probably still hidden.
For brevity, in the following, we will focus on the effects written
in red and on their consequences in defining the requirements.
In the final discussion of this paper, we will resume the topic to
underline what we learned from the sustainability analysis.

The effect of life cycle effects threaten environmental
sustainability. As Blockchain-Oriented Software, the system
requires the sending and receiving of blockchain transactions.
Each transaction leads to an additional energy expenditure due
to the computational effort and additional data collected by the
peer-to-peer network. Energy consumption (and the associated
carbon footprint) is one of the most relevant problems in the use
of the blockchain, especially if the network relies on a “proof-of-
work” based algorithm (Stoll et al., 2019). To face this problem,
new blockchain protocols have been studied to limit the energy
consumption and the carbon footprint (Bach et al., 2018; Truby,
2018). We must design the system to limit the use of blockchain
transactions to the strictly necessary by limiting any writing
operation within the blockchain.

We also discovered an enabling technical effect that will be
analyzed. It concerns the need for technical training for the final
users of the system, particularly for the construction companies.
To facilitate system adoption and learning, the system must
present a familiar user interface to the user. We have to keep
in mind that the user will know very little about blockchain
technology. It is also important that the user be aware about the
implications of using blockchain addresses, such as the possibility
of losing cryptocurrency values forever if the user loses the
address keys. The BOS system should guide new blockchain users
in these operations. Choices in designing the user interface are
relevant for the system success and in the decreasing of training
costs. The user interface is part of the out-of-chain subsystem and
can be improved through subsequent integration and continuous
delivery (Beck et al., 2001), taking into account users’ feedbacks.

We discovered a structural economic effect that we need to
pay attention to. It concerns the redefinition of cost items for the
construction company balance. As described above, the use of
the BOS system involves costs. It also involves money saving in
recruitment phases, however, because the system limits the need
of intermediaries in the search for qualified and trusted workers.

Finally, we need to put the attention to the technical life cycle
effect, which concerns system maintenance. Suppose now we
were using the BOS system when the software starts behaving
unexpectedly. For example, the system resets the count of
workdays instead of increasing them or something similar. The
system owner should promptly individuate bugs, correct the
code, and then deliver a new version of the system. If we
find out that the bug resides in the on-chain component of
the system (i.e., inside a Smart Contract deployed within the

blockchain) we will have to face the fact that the smart contract
op-code is unchangeable once deployed. Software engineering
researchers have already highlighted this problem (Porru et al.,
2017; Marchesi et al., 2018), and several results propose strategies
for effective testing of smart contracts (see for instance Destefanis
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019) to limit the presence of defects in
the final version of the system. In any case, undiscovered bugs
could remain in the smart contract, and we have to manage such
a situation during the software life cycle. Similarly, a situation
might arise in which we need to add features to an already
delivered BOS system (Pinna et al., 2019). Waiting to define the
best practices for the maintenance of BOS, we identified two
strategies to upgrade the on-chain component: (A) We could
see the complete disposal of the current version of the smart
contract and the deployment of a new version. Contextually, all
components of the system will be upgraded in order to replace
the old smart contract address with the new one. (B) Design
each smart contract to make possible its transforming into call
forwarders. Practically, the current version of the smart contract
will continue to receive calls from the other component of the
BOS, but it will forward the calls to the new version of the smart
contract. This strategy avoids the need of the upgrade of the other
components of the system but requires more effort in the smart
contracts design and implementation.

In summary, the sustainability analysis allowed us to elicit
three additional non-functional requirements. R13. The system
should limit the number of blockchain transactions to the strictly
necessary. R14. The system User Interface must be user friendly
and will have to support users in using the system features. R15.
The on-chain component should include a maintenance procedure.

4.5. System Architecture and Design
We divided our BOS system in two main subsystems: the
on-chain and the out-of-chain subsystems. The out-of-chain
subsystem is responsible for the Web-based user interface. The
on-chain system is the component stored and executed within
the blockchain infrastructure and can bemade of smart contracts.
Well-designed ABIs (Application Binary Interfaces) act as a link
between the on-chain and the out-of-chain subsystems. Figure 4
represents the main elements of the out-of-chain and on-chain
systems. In this paper, we focus mainly on the design of the
on-chain subsystem.

We conceived our BOS to be decentralized and transparent.
This means that we will design specific smart contracts to
implement the specific Use Cases. We can subdivide the Use
Cases into three sets. The first set concerns functions and data,
which directly involve the construction only. Is the case of the
requirement R1, R2, R3, and R5, represented by the Use Case
“Create OSP” and the Use Case “Add Vacant Position.” The
second set of Use Cases directly involves the worker only. It is
the case of the requirement R6, R7, and R11, represented by the
Use Cases “Edit worker profile,” “View job Offers,” and “View
Complete Jobs.” The remaining requirements belong to the set of
requirements involving multiple actors. We organized data and
functions in five main elements: the construction company, the
OSP, the job, the worker, and the certificate. Figure 5 shows a
class diagram to represent system elements as classes. It contains
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FIGURE 4 | A representation of the BOS system in its two main components and of the communication channel between the two components. The out-of-chain

component (user interface) interact with the on-chain component (smart contracts) by means of remote procedure calls through the blockchain.

FIGURE 5 | The high-level block diagram for the design of the interfaces of the on-chain component.

essential data and public functions of classes and represents the
interconnections between system elements.

The next step of the design iteration is the definition of
Smart Contracts. From requirements, we learn that each OSP is
the property of a construction company. At the same time, the
construction company owns jobs and vacant jobs, contained in
a given OSP. An OSP has a fixed structure and an owner who

created it and who can modify its data. Also, a job has a fixed
structure and an owner. The Ethereum Improvement Proposal
721 (also know as ERC721) is a library which provides the
interface of a useful “non-fungible” token. A non-fungible token
is a digital element which belongs to a family of tokens which
elements share the same structure but contains different data.
A token has always an owner, can be “minted,” is enumerated,
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FIGURE 6 | The contract diagram of the smart contract “OSPManager.” This diagram extends the UML Class diagram. Its stereotypes represent the structured data

(contract and struct) provided by the Solidity language.

can be passed to a new owner, allows the authorizing for the
management of other accounts different from the owner. Using
the library ERC721, we can exploit well-implemented tokens
which satisfy security requirements. We decided to implement
OSPs and jobs as non-fungible tokens. We defined the two main
smart contracts: “OSPManager” and “JobManager.” Both inherit
the smart contract ERC721.

The ABCDE method proposes the use of specialized
diagram and tables to provide a proper definition of smart
contract-specific elements, such as the application binary
interface, mapping, and function modifiers. We used the
“contract diagram,” a graphical description of on-chain elements
specifically conceived for solidity-based smart contracts. This
diagram inherits the UML class diagram elements and adds some
specific stereotypes. We use this diagram to define the public
elements of the smart contracts and their structures.

We named “OSPManager” the smart contract for the creation
and the management of the OSP for a given construction site.
This smart contract implements requirements R1 and partially
R2. Figure 6 shows the contract diagram, we have drawn to
define the smart contract “OSPManager.” We defined each OSP
as a non-fungible token, and, for this reason, the contract
“OSPManager” inherits the ERC721 contract. The construction
company that creates a new OSP becomes its owner. The
contract assigns a numeric ID to the OSP token and stores
OSP data in a structure type. The structure contains the

information about the construction site required by the law
and contains a list of jobs which characterize the working
activity in the given construction site. The token IDs and
data structures are linked through a map. Another map links
construction company addresses to the list of OSP. The contract
“OSPManager” contains a set of public variables and functions.
Public elements will be visible to and callable from the out-of-
chain components. These elements will be written in the contract
ABI (application binary interface) after compilation. Despite
public visibility, we are able to prevent unauthorized executions
of functions thanks to function modifiers. We define three
modifiers which details are reported in Table 1. Inside functions,
we implemented other checks and prevention by means the
keyword “require.”

Figure 7 shows the contract diagram we have drawn to define
the smart contract “JobManager.” We named “JobManager” the
smart contract for the creation and management of jobs in the
construction site, and which allows the workers’ application for
vacant positions. This smart contract implements the list of
requirements from R2 to R6, partially the R8, and from R9 to
R11. This smart contract will be mainly used by two actors:
the worker and the construction company. The construction
company will create jobs to be connected to an OSP and will
hire a worker for every single job. Workers will apply for a
job characterized by the “vacant position” status. Of course,
each worker and construction company are identified by their
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blockchain address. In this smart contract, we implemented
“Jobs” in the construction site as an ERC721 non-fungible
token. Figure 8 shows the sequence diagram of main interaction
between smart contracts and the actors involved in job creation
and in the hiring process. The diagram focuses on the logical
sequence of operation. To implement this process the smart
contract “jobManager” includes three structs: “Job,” “JobList,”
and “WorkerJobs.” The struct “Job” is the main data structure

TABLE 1 | Function modifiers implemented inside smart contracts.

Modifier Action

onlyOSPowner Prevents execution if the calling address is different from

the owner of the OSP token of a given id.

onlySystemOwner Prevents execution if the calling address differs from that

of the system owner

onlyAuthorized Prevents execution if the calling address has not been

authorized to interact with the OSP token of a given id.

onlyWorker Prevents execution if the calling address is different from

the address of the worker associated to a given ID.

of the smart contract. It collects the abovementioned status, the
identifier of the OSP it belongs to, the job details, according to the
legal requirements of the OSP, the address of the hired worker,
and the address array of applicants. The function “createJob”
uses the function “_mint” of the ERC721 to mint a new job
token and assign the ownership to the construction company
which creates it thorough mapping (phases 2 and 2.1 of in
Figure 8). Each job is thus identified in the contract by a unique
numerical ID that represents each token in the contract. The
job can be assigned to a hired worker or vacant. If vacant,
a worker can apply for this position by using the function
“application” of the contract (phases 3 and 4 in Figure 8). The
construction company can obtain the list of applicants and
assign a job to a worker through the function “hire” (phases
5, 6, and 6.1 in Figure 8). Once hired, the worker can add his
workdays for a job in the construction site through the function
“addWorkDay.” The struct “WorkerJobs” stores an array of ID
which represents job history for each worker, identified through
a map between the worker’s address and the struct. The struct
“JobList” stores the list of job which belongs to a specific
construction company identified by its address and associate
to the struct through a mapping. The list of public functions
includes several getters to return jobs data given its identifier. In

FIGURE 7 | The contract diagram of the smart contract “JobManager”.
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FIGURE 8 | Simplified Sequence Diagram of main interactions between the actors “Construction company” and “Worker” with the smart contracts “OSPManager”

and “JobManager” during the hiring process.

general, getters should be free while setters and every function
which modify stored data inside the blockchain should incur an
execution cost. To rule the function execution the smart contract
includes four function modifiers of which Table 1 describes the
actions.

The ABI of this contract is added to that of “OSPManager”
and together must be imported into the user interface code.
Thanks to the ABI contents, the user interface will be able to
call remotely the public functions of deployed smart contracts.
A further advantage of ABCDE is that the contract diagrams
allow us to represent the contract ABIs in advance. By defining
the ABI through the contract diagram, it is possible to start in
parallel both the implementation of smart contracts and the web
component. Finally, we can add that, to protect workers’ privacy,
personal data must be recorded apart in a dedicated smart
contract. In our system, OSP data include only the Ethereum
address of the worker. According to literature results described
in section 2, there are several options to implementing a trusted

privacy system for managing the personal and professional
data of workers. Well-organized User Interfaces, which take
into account the requirement R14, complete the decentralized
application. To meet requirement R14 for ease of learning and
user guidance, we have divided the interface into four modules,
as represented in Figure 9, one for each type of actor in the
system. In this way, each actor will only see the functionalities
that belong to them. The modules contain specific functions
for the type of user they are addressed to. The functions of
user interfaces are designed to enable the easy interaction with
the corresponding smart contract functions. User interfaces
implementations share two ABI files, that we represented in the
box in the center of the diagram, connected with a dashed line
to the corresponding smart contract. These files are essential
for the communication between the out-of-chain and the on-
chain components because they contain all public function and
variable names of the smart contract and the expected input and
output types.
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FIGURE 9 | Block diagram of the elements of the web-based user interfaces. The stereotype .js represents the javascript modules that implement the user interface.

The four .js modules share the couple of ABI files, which they need to interact with the on-chain component of the system.

5. RESULTS

The implementation of the BOS system for building workers
includes the writing and the deployment of the smart contracts
and the writing and the publishing of web-based user interfaces.
In addition, the implementation includes the unit tests to find
vulnerabilities and bugs, and the acceptance tests to asseverate
the correct implementation of the system features, previously
described as requirements. We implemented the on-chain
component of the system using the blockchain Ethereum, a
famous and widely used platform for decentralized applications.
We have chosen Ethereum for three reasons. Firstly, Ethereum
is a decentralized blockchain, without obstacles at the entrance,
and it is supported by a large peer-to-peer network. Secondly,
the development environment is also continuously updated,
both for what concerns the programming language specifications
(solidity) and for the existence of tools for testing and code
quality evaluation. Finally, Ethereum is actually themost popular;
it is tested and supports a flexible programming language
for writing smart contracts. To write and deploy the smart
contracts we used Remix, a web-based integrated development
environment that includes a text editor, a debugging system,

a compiling engine, and a connection manager that us allows
to choose between the Ethereum “main net,” one of the test
nets.If the smart contract compiles correctly, the IDE produces
the bytecode that will be deployed in the blockchain and the
associated ABI, which contains the names and the interfaces of
public variables and functions.

Our smart contracts inherit the the ERC721 smart contract
provided by Openzeppelin on GitHub, which enforce the
satisfying of security requirements.

We tested the behavior of our smart contract by means
of the definition of the expected behavior, described as UML
sequence diagrams. The testing phase allowed us to systematically
individuate incorrect behavior and fix it. To limit the cost of
the transactions, some adjustments in the structure of contracts
simplified and decreased to the essential interactions between the
two contracts. For the same reason, we configured the setters of
OSP and job tokens as atomic. In our implementation, a single
function allows the filling of all token details at once. This limits
the number of transactions that the construction company has to
send to the contracts to publish its OSP.

We studied the strategy to allow the update of the smart
contracts, in a simple, cheap, and secure way. We implement
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the replacement of a smart contract by means of a deactivation
function. To allow the deactivation of the smart contract we
implemented an enum-type variable with two tags. Only the
System Owner can deactivate the smart contract and that only
if a new version is already deployed. After the deactivation, the
old contract allows the reading of stored data but avoids any
modifications. Thanks to the definition of function modifiers,
we can write a specific set of requirements only once for a
given set of functions. They also avoid the writing of the same
execution control (such as the keyword require) in several
functions. For instance, all the functions that modify the OSP
data could be executed only by the construction company
who create it. So, the modifier onlyOSPowner inputs the id
of the token OSP we want to modify and checks whether the
sender of the transaction (called msg.sender) is the owner of
the token. If the two addresses do not match, the body of the
modifier blocks the execution. Specific importance takes also
the token ERC721, which allows to assign an owner to each
token and to authorize a specific address (in our chase the
smart contract address) to manage the same token. For what
concerns the implementation of the out-of-chain component,
we implemented the web-based user interfaces in the Html
and javascript languages, by using the libraries jQuery and
Bootstrap to define graphical elements and their behaviors, and
the library web3.js (web3js.readthedocs.io) to connect the web
interface with the Ethereum blockchain. The library web3.js
allows the connection with the contracts once their ABI are
imported. To make possible the communication between a web
browser and the blockchain, we can use a light node directly
connected to the blockchain, or we can use a “bridge,” such
as metamask, which is a browser extension that includes an
Ethereum wallet. A mobile version of metamask is currently
under development.

5.1. The dApp
We estimated the cost of the use of smart contracts and of the
interaction with the Ethereum blockchain. Currently, a unit of
gas has the value of 1 Gwei (1ETH = 109 Gwei), and 1 Ether
is exchanged for about 250 US dollars. The deployment of the
smart contracts is the most expensive operation. The current
version of the smart contract “JobManager” is 17,696 bytes long,
and the deployment consumes 3,846,696 units of gas, which
is equivalent to 0.0038467 ETH (about 0.99 USD) of fee. The
current version of the smart contract “OSPManager” is 13,612
bytes long, and the deployment consumes 2,967,314 units of gas
or 0.0029673 ETH (0.76853 USD). Creating a new token OSP
costs 184,266 units of gas (about five dollar cents), and the filling
of OSP data (without workers) costs 128,590 unit of gas. Add
a job position costs 184,181 units of gas and filling job data
costs 183,944 unit of gas. Hiring a worker costs only 78,172 unit
of gas.

Listing 1 report the output of the “getters” of the tokens OSP
and job. Smart contract return formatted data to be presented
in the user interface. Figure 10 shows a screen of the user
interface which presents OSP data. The screen shows the same
data reported in Listing 1.

Listing 1 | An example of OSP and job data returned by smart contracts.

//Details of OSP 1123
0: address: constructionCompany 0

xF20541F9D55F49F9C90C00ffED353Dd87638f555
1: string: siteAddress Work Street, 12
2: uint16: duration 45
3: string: workDirector Mario Rossi - AL123BSS
4: string: foreman Alice Smart - CI223344
5: string: firstAidOfficier Bob Contract - XA001122
6: uint16: numberOfWorkers 3
7: uint8: state 1
uint256[]: jobList [11,12,14]

//Details of Job 12 (vacant position)
0: uint256: OSPid 1122
1: string: name Unskilled Worker Position
2: string: category 8.6.2.1.0
3: string: position Unskilled Worker
4: string: duration 40
5: uint8: state 0
6: uint32: salary 4300
7: uint32: workdays 2
8: address: hiredWorker 0

x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000
9: address: constructionCompany 0

xF20541F9D55F49F9C90C00ffED353Dd87638f555
10: uint256: expirationDate 1582149433

6. DISCUSSION

In this section, we evaluate our design choices in terms of the
BOS system for the management of workers in construction sites.
We will analyze some aspects elicited from the sustainability
analysis and others from the implementation phase. Finally, we
will compare our system with a successful case of a platform
for managing workers in construction sites, namely, the French
Bativigie platform.

6.1. System Implications and Impact
Our system focuses on safety requirements that the construction
company must perform. The system provides a fast and
transparent procedure to publish safety documents and allows an
easy and trusted procedure to verify the correctness of documents
by labor inspectors. This is a desired and crucial effect of the
system that in turn leads to several enabling and structural effects.
One of these is the reduction of government costs for inspections
due to digital and always available documents, not only regarding
the construction site but also the presence of workers in the
site. The labor inspectorate can set up a supervision strategy to
generate alerts in case of anomalies in the data flow and to decide
to perform on site controls. We also expect that construction
companies which use the BOS system for building workers have a
competitive advantage because they should look more attractive
to the Site Owners. This because a construction company which
uses the system is certainly a more reliable andmodern company.
As a consequence, an increase in site owners choosing virtuous
companies due to the decrease in injury at work is expected. This
is a structural effect that brings attention to worker safety, but
it also leads to a reduction in costs for injury at work. Another
structural effect which concerns the environmental dimension is
the reduction of building abuses. The more companies use the
system, the fewer companies will be willing to build outside the
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FIGURE 10 | A User Interface screen, which provides the summary of the OSP ID 1123 and the list of workers employed in the construction site.

law. In addition, virtuous companies can connect the BOS for
building workers with a blockchain-based tracking system for
dangerous construction materials and for waste management.
Construction and Demolition Waste Management (CDWM)
includes several aspects, such as those social, environmental,
economic, institutional, and political, by dealing with technology,
engineering, management, legislation, and policies. According
to Ratnasabapathy et al. (2019), the blockchain technology
can facilitate waste data management and trading of waste by
improving the operational, connecting generators with waste
consumers without an intermediary. Proper management of
construction materials is mandatory for the safeguarding of the
environment and also for the health of workers.

In terms of the technical dimension, we already paid attention
to the need of a well-organized user interface to break possible

barriers at the entrance. We can add that the existing Tax
Assistance Centers could play a facilitating role for those who
have no knowledge of blockchain technology. New appropriately
trained staff will be able to guide the construction company
in creating a blockchain address, purchasing cryptocurrency
and purchasing OSP tokens. In addition, the use of the system
leads to a remodeling of the role of employment centers and
temporary agencies, creating a more direct relationship between
construction companies and workers and a cost reduction.
As mentioned, in this study, we implemented the system’s
smart contracts as non-fungible ERC721 tokens. We adopted
the concept of code reuse to save time and effort both in
smart contract design and their implementation and to exploit
publicly available state-of-the-art implementations of ERC721
tokens, which include last Solidity security recommendation and
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efficiency patterns. However, there are different specializations
and extensions of non-fungible tokens, which allow for
simplification of the implementation of certain types of smart
contract systems (see for instance ERC875 and ERC1155). For the
purposes of this research, these do not offer features that make
them preferable.

6.2. System Comparison
As described in section 3, a number of digital platforms exist
in the market to enhance the labor market or to manage
recruitment and payment of workers. Among them, we have
chosen to compare our system with Bativigie for two reasons.
The first is the need to compare the features of our proposal
with those of a complete and well-used system. The second
is the need to evaluate the implications and potential effects
of our system with those of a system operating in the same
domain. Bativigie is a well-documented software system that
is currently in use and operating in the domain of safety and
temporary work in building. In the following, we subdivided our
comparison into five sections that represents the five dimensions
of sustainability.

6.2.1. Social Dimension: Goals and Trust
Our system and Bativigie share the common goal of making the
hiring of workers at construction sites easier, in full compliance
with applicable laws, and making available for labor inspections
information about working relationships. Bativigie was launched
in France in 2015 to provide “solutions to fight illegal work for
construction and building professionals” with the main goal of
simplifying supervision and inspections in construction sites.
It provides a tool for site owners or their delegate in order
to facilitate the supervising role that they must take in the
construction site by law. This system allows for the construction
site’s registration in the system and employment management.
In addition to this, our system allows construction companies to
add vacant positions and workers to apply for job offers. In this
way, construction companies can find autonomously qualified
workers. Thanks to blockchain technology, our system improves
transparency and trust of building work relationships, including
work agreements and safety prescriptions. This improves the
trust between workers and employers, makes labor inspection
trustworthy, and improves the relationship between the State and
construction stakeholders.

6.2.2. Individual Dimension: Safety, Privacy, and

Agency
Both systems lead to the direct effect of increasing worker safety
thanks to the creation of regular contracts and compliance with
workplace safety laws. In Bativigie, construction companies add
workers to the construction site data within the system. A specific
section allows the hiring of temporary workers. Workers can
access their report and personal data, which are stored in the
Bativigie server. Our system is designed to improve worker
agency. It allows each worker to create their profile and to become
an active player. Workers can add competencies, professional
qualifications, and experiences. In our system, all personal data

are property of the worker, and they can make their profiles
available for use by the construction company.

6.2.3. Technical Dimension: Architecture and Features
Bativigie is a typical client-server system. A centralized database
stores construction site data, and a specific permission handler
allows a third party to read the stored data. By contrast, our
system is decentralized and blockchain based. This is a key factor
for two reasons. The first is due to the nature of the blockchain-
based system. There is no central organization to which the
actors of the system must refer (apart from the acquisition of
the token, as explained below). Furthermore, the system cannot
be interrupted since it will always be accessible as long as there
are active nodes in the blockchain. The second concerns the
fact that the ownership of the data is completely reserved to
its owner, identified with a blockchain address. For example,
construction companies own their OSP tokens, workers own
their personal data, etc. Owners of the data will allow third
parties to read or modify them. To make easier the use of the
system, Bativigie provides a mobile application with which the
construction company can report any event that occurred on the
construction site that affects workers, such as accidents and the
like, and store results inside the database. Our BOS allows the
construction company to verify the presence of a given worker at
the construction site and record it in the smart contract through
the web interface. Labor inspectors can read data stored in the
blockchain to check regularity.

6.2.4. Economic Dimension: Business Model
For what concerns the business model, Bativigie requires the
payment of a fee if which the amount depends on the value of the
construction site and on the size of the construction company. In
our case, the business model is based on selling the OSP and on
job tokens. We can define a price for an empty OSP token and a
price for an empty job token. In this way, the total price of the
use of the system will have a fixed fee plus a variable fee, which
depends on the number of workers on the construction site.

6.2.5. Environmental Dimension: Carbon Footprint

and Land Conservation
A centralized system like Bativigie has a systemic carbon
footprint due to the IT architecture and company organization.
Conversely, as previously discussed, our BOS system has a carbon
footprint that depends on the volume of transitions performed
and on the characteristics of the blockchain protocol. In the long
term, the two systems can both lead to environmental protection.
Thanks to a simplification of inspection process, there will be a
possible reduction in construction abuse and the possibility of
reducing the overall carbon footprint of the construction sector.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we presented a software system for the
management of temporary employment of Building Workers
and Construction Companies based on the blockchain
technology that natively supports decentralization, transparency,
security, and tamper proof. The advantages provided by
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this technology with respect to similar centralized software
systems are transparency for labor inspectors, data integrity
and immutability, tamper-proof time stamps for registering
any activity, and the decentralized execution of smart contracts
that automatically implement contract clauses respecting legal
requirements in the domain field. Focusing on the Italian case,
we included the implementation of the OSP (Operational Safety
Plan) into the system’s requirements so that legal policies about
safety at the building site are automatically implemented through
smart contracts.

We corroborate the system with a sustainability analysis
in five dimensions that enables an a-priori evaluation of the
impact of the approach and contributes to the requirements
analysis since the very beginning in order to avoid pitfalls and
mistakes in the future system development. We developed the
system taking into account the BOSE (Blockchain Oriented
Software Engineering) prescriptions through the application of
the ABCDE (Agile Block-ChainDapp Engineering)methodology
in order to identify the system’s actors and to determine the
system’s requirements in form of User Stories. We also analyzed
by means of UML Contract Diagrams the interactions and the
data structure of the Smart Contracts developed and deployed
in the blockchain. The solution is available for workers and
construction companies as a decentralized web application. We
performed an analysis of the practical usage of our systems and
computed the costs of use. We finally presented a comparison
with a similar software system, “Bativigie,” which adopts a
centralized approach, opposed to the decentralized one offered by
the blockchain technology, and a different business model where
a fee is required to use the system, opposed to our blockchain
approach where tokens are used as a mean of payment.

Our results show the feasibility of the approach with reduced
costs, enhanced transparency, and security. The proposed system

represents a way to meet the current legal requirements relating
to the documentation on worker safety on construction sites,
managing them in a dematerialized and decentralized way.
It is also a tool for the construction company that allows
the selection of candidates, monitoring the work done and
keeping track of costs, simplifying the bureaucracy related to
temporary hiring.
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